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The EOSDIS CMR receives data from 
many sources across the world, in 
multiple formats…
… and uses its Unified Metadata Model 
(UMM) as a Rosetta stone to cross-
reference critical and common metadata 



















UMM flavors enable different kinds of 





… like Smart Handoff, the capability to transfer dataset details between different applications for seamless transitions:
From general-purpose Earthdata Search…
A 'smart handoff' can be represented in the UMM-S via a schema.org Search 
Action entity, available to any service that can leverage the Collection context.
Using schema.org, as opposed to other mechanisms like OpenSearch, allows for general search engine tie-ins.
…to more specialized data 
extraction tools like Giovonni:
…or visualization tools like 
State Of The Ocean:
…like data-adjacent processing and metadata-driven features such as End-to-End Services:
UMM-S & UMM-C associations 
allow for back-end processing, or 
provide a link to an offline tool:
Because 
both CMR and 
the data reside in NASA’s 
cloud, very large datasets can be 
processed in-situ, allowing the user
to download just the data they want:
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